Selective replicating viral vectors : potential for use in cancer gene therapy.
Treatment of cancer is limited by toxicity to normal tissue with standard approaches (chemotherapy, surgery and radiotherapy). The use of selective replicating viral vectors may enable the targeting of gene-modified viruses to malignant tissue without toxic effect. Studies of these vectors have demonstrated tumour-selective replication and minimal evidence of replication in normal tissue. The most advanced clinical results reported involve gene-modified adenoviral vectors. Several completed, histologically confirmed responses to local/regional injection have been induced, particularly in recurrent squamous cell carcinoma involving the head and neck region. Dose limiting toxicity above 10(13) viral particles per injection has been observed. Anti-tumour effect is demonstrable in animal models without evidence of significant toxicity when these vectors are used alone or in combination with chemotherapy, radiation therapy or as gene delivery vehicles. Preliminary clinical trials, particularly with E1B-deleted adenoviruses, report evidence of clinical activity in comparison with expected historical responses. Enhancement in replication selectivity to malignant tissue is also demonstrated preclinically and clinically with an E1B-deleted adenovirus utilising a prostate-specific antigen promoter. Other selective replicating viral vectors such as herpes simplex virus and vaccinia virus have also been explored clinically and suggest evidence of activity in patients with cancer. Modifications may one day enable more aggressive use of these new and exciting therapeutics as systemic gene delivery vehicles.